Pathogens such as HIV-1, with their minimalist genomes, must navigate cellular networks and rely on hijacking and manipulating the host machinery for successful replication. Limited overlap of host factors identified as vital for pathogen replication may be explained by considering that pathogens target, rather than specific cellular factors, crucial cellular pathways by targeting different, functionally equivalent, protein-protein interactions within that pathway. The ability to utilize alternative routes through cellular pathways may be essential for pathogen survival when restricted and provide flexibility depending on the viral replication stage and the environment in the infected host. In this minireview, we evaluate evidence supporting this notion, discuss specific HIV-1 examples, and consider the molecular mechanisms which allow pathogens to flexibly exploit different routes.
T
he precariousness of life necessitates the intricate network of processes which include cross checks, regulations, and redundancies characteristic of cellular functions. Extracellular invaders such as viruses, with their minimalist genomes, must navigate this crowded cell, and successful replication relies on the virus's ability to efficiently hijack and manipulate the cellular machinery of their host. The apparent burden of navigating this intricate network may, however, provide pathogens with an advantage by presenting variable routes through cellular pathways, allowing the flexibility to exploit redundant cellular machineries when the default or favored pathway is blocked by antiviral cellular responses or therapeutic interventions or simply in order to circumvent challenges of the cellular environment or different replication stages. The ability of viruses to readily mutate, gaining resistance to traditional drugs targeting viral proteins, has driven a shift in the therapeutic intervention strategies toward targeting key host-virus interactions vital in virus pathogenesis. Here we begin to face a new kind of viral resistance whereby the virus, taking advantage of cellular redundancies, can mutate to utilize unrestricted, functionally equivalent cellular targets. One such example is the FDAapproved drug maraviroc, which interrupts an essential virus-host interaction by targeting the cellular CCR5 coreceptor, which is exploited by HIV-1 during cell entry (1, 2) . Indeed, HIV-1 has evolved to escape CCR5 maraviroc intervention by using an alternative route mediated by the cellular CXCR4 coreceptor (3) .
There has been limited overlap of host factors identified as vital for pathogen replication by different studies. This counterintuitive result can be explained by considering that pathogens target, rather than specific factors, crucial cellular pathways. More than this, pathogens target hub proteins, endowing an efficient and robust strategy which allows numerous direct and indirect contacts. Although not a new concept, perhaps underrecognized is the importance and prevalence of viral manipulation of alternative routes in cellular pathways. Here we review experimental evidence which, considered against the backdrop of the hypothesis of alternative routes, suggests that HIV-1 targets critical cellular pathways using different, functionally equivalent, protein-protein interactions within that pathway and that this flexibility is relatively common. We further discuss the molecular mechanisms which allow viruses, with their limited genome, to act so promiscuously in host interactions.
FLEXIBLE COFACTOR TARGETING WITHIN CRUCIAL CELLULAR PATHWAYS
Analyses of protein-protein interactions (PPIs) show that the great variability in specifically identified PPIs can be consolidated as interactions within particular conserved pathways (4) . Although HIV-targeted cellular factors identified by different largescale screens (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) revealed only a few overlaps of individual factors, many factors mapped to the same cellular pathways (4, (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) , implying HIV-host interaction conservation at the pathway rather than protein level (4, 8) (Fig. 1) . Convincing in this argument is that 42 distinct proteins identified in one study (8) converged into 5 pathways identified in another screen (6) and that 41 other proteins converged into 7 pathways of a third study (7) .
Whereas the variability of the individual cellular factors identified was often accounted for by experimental factors, including the specific activation of particular PPI modules (depending on the cell types used [i.e., cell-specific factors] and the viral infection stage [e.g., the timing of sampling]) (2, 10, (14) (15) (16) (17) , the underlying message from these screening studies may be that specific interactions matter less than the targeted cellular pathways. In other words, disruption or manipulation of a particular pathway by whatever means may be the common and critical factor in HIV-1 replication (8) . Indeed, variations in the PPIs identified may underscore the dynamic and flexible ability of the hijacking virus with respect to using diverse cellular PPI modules within a specific vital pathway that depends on the viral replication stage and the available environment in the infected host. The limited success of small interfering RNA (siRNA) methods, which can detect only absolutely essential nonredundant interactions, in detecting HIV-1 dependency host factors (15) further supports this view. Viral promiscuity in cellular interactions whereby a single or multiple viral proteins target multiple redundant host proteins would explain the lack of consistency in investigations into the virus-host interactome even within a particular pathway (Fig. 1) . Rather than making irreplaceable universal interactions, the virus has a myriad of options for achieving its functional aim and the particular interactions identified from this myriad depend on the particular induced pathway facet and viral infection stage.
Viral flexibility in pathway use has been most recognized in studies into the nuclear import of the lentiviral preintegration complex (PIC) which must engage cellular nuclear transport machineries, including nucleoporins (NUPs), because it is too large for passive diffusion through the nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) (18, 19) . Indeed, the basic mechanisms of nuclear import of the HIV-1 PIC are apparently flexible since experimental evidence exists for its occurrence either by classical pathways (binding to Importin-␣ and then to Importin-␤ followed by docking to the NPC via interaction with NUPs) or nonclassical pathways (by directly interacting with members of the importin-␤ family of proteins such as TNPO3 and importin-7) or by direct interaction with NUPs (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (Fig. 1 ). More interestingly, experiments have highlighted species-specific subtleties in interaction preferences. While wild-type HIV-1 is dependent on TNPO3, RANBP2, NUP153, or NUP160, as demonstrated by impaired infectivity upon knockdown, HIV-1 with a N74D mutation in the capsid (CA) protein is less dependent on TNPO3, RANBP2, or NUP153 and more dependent on NUP155, mimicking the feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) nuclear import requirements. Also, FIV and the HIV-1 N74D CA mutant are, unlike wild-type HIV-1, not susceptible to restriction by cellular CPSF6-358 (21, 24) . Clearly, should wild-type HIV-1 acquire the N74D CA mutation, this would change the entire landscape of virus-host interactions of PIC nuclear import, and drugs that may have been designed to disrupt these interactions may readily become obsolete. More than this, designing drugs to disrupt host-virus interactions in nuclear import may actually drive the establishment of mutations such as N74D CA. These intrinsic species-specific pathway preferences, which apparently hinge on variations as subtle as singleresidue mutations, emphasize the power of cross-species analysis in highlighting potentially accessible alternative routes awaiting HIV-1 exploitation. We have recently shown that recombinant FIV integrase (IN), unlike HIV-1, lacks in vitro integration activity and that a single residue mutation in the typically dimeric FIV integrase results in monomerization (25) . Further characterization of these distinctions may highlight additional critical requirements for integration in FIV or bring to light divergent cellular routes accessible to monomeric integrase. Should new cellular network manipulations be revealed in such studies, this information will be invaluable for preempting readily accessible alternatives to HIV-1 when the usual integration pathway is blocked.
Following import into the nucleus, the HIV-1 genome must be integrated into the host genome. Among the several proteins identified as being involved in integration, the lens epithelium-derived growth factor (LEDGF/p75) has been well characterized as a cellular cofactor that tethers the PIC to the host cell chromatin directing it to bodies of active transcription (26) . In LEDGF/p75-depleted cells, HRP-2 (hepatoma-derived growth factor-related protein 2), the only other known cellular protein that combines a PWWP domain and an IBD-like domain, can replace this function, while double knockdown of both proteins shifts the distribution of integration sites toward random distribution. That the distribution of the integration sites does not become completely random perhaps suggests the presence of additional cellular cofactors that can influence integration site targeting in the absence of LEDGF and HRP-2 (20) .
Additionally, since the stages of HIV-1 infectivity and the cellular pathways engaged by the virus are not separate isolated reaction blocks but rather interdependent processes intermingled in a cellular soup, a simple mutation or the use of an alternative cellular route affects downstream processes. Comparison of proteomic screens that detect direct HIV-1-host protein interactions (9) with genetic screens, which may also identify indirect interactions (5) (6) (7) (8) , suggested that less than 10% (244 of 2,700) of the collectively identified host factors were implicated as dependency factors that are directly interacting with the virus and are imperative for viral replication. The remainder, if not false-positive hits, are speculated either to participate indirectly (downstream) or to act redundantly (12, 27) . Indeed, mutations in the CA protein affect not only PIC nuclear import but also the subsequent integration step. For example, the HIV-1 CA mutant T54A/N57A efficiently delivers its viral genome to the nucleus of nondividing cells but fails to integrate (28) , and components of the NPC (e.g., Nup62, Nup153, and Nup98) have been shown to play a role in the viral DNA integration into the host chromosome (6, 29, 30) .
As demonstrated by the nuclear-import example, viral flexibility in pathway rerouting is not a novel hypothesis but may be underrecognized in its importance as a pathogenic survival tactic. It is well accepted that virtually every step in the viral life cycle seems to involve multiple host proteins (5, 31) , and indeed, examples from almost all stages of the HIV-1 life cycle can support the flexible exploitation of cellular machineries. For example, HIV-1 binding and entry into the host cell is a process initiated by binding of the HIV-1 envelope (Env) protein to the primary cellular CD4 receptor and CCR5 or CXCR4 coreceptor, although it has been suggested that a wide range of alternative coreceptors (e.g., CCR1, CCR2, CCR3, CCR8, CX3CR1, CXCR6, FPRL1, GPR1, GPR15, APJ, STRL33, and D6) can act as lentiviral coreceptors and mediate the entry of certain HIV-1, HIV-2, and simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) strains into transfected cell lines (2, 32, 33) . HIV-1 has evolved to escape CCR5 inhibition by utilizing the alternative route of the CXCR4 coreceptor in 50% of subtype-B clinical infections (3, 34) . To maintain flexibility in using CCR5/CXCR4 alternative routes, HIV-1 maintains not only a mixture of both CCR5-tropic and CXCR4-tropic variants but also dual-tropism variants able to exploit either one of the coreceptors (3). Another example is from the transcription of the integrated provirus in which transcriptional control sequences in the HIV-1 long terminal repeats (LTR) have been found to interact with several cellular DNA-binding proteins (e.g., Spl, NF-KB, LBP-1, NFAT-1, and the TATA-binding TFIID) (35) . Likewise, numerous kinases have been implicated during different steps in the HIV-1 life cycle; some upregulate whereas others suppress the LTR activity (36) . At the other end of the replication cycle, cellular exit provides further evidence of HIV-1 flexible use of multiple motifs (called late-assembly domains) to target different cofactors within the cellular endosomal sorting complexes required for transport (ESCRT) machinery. In transformed epithelial cell lines, for example, HIV-1 favorably uses the P(T/S)AP motif within viral Gag p6 subunit to recruit host TSG101 and subsequent ESCRT-I, whereas, in some T cells, a different motif (YPXL) within the same Gag p6 appears favorable in recruiting the V-domain of the host ALIX protein in an ESCRT-I-independent manner. Further, HIV-1 lacking both P(T/S)AP and YPXL motifs has been implicated in alternatively utilizing other Gag subunits such as the nucleocapsid (NC) to directly recruit the Bro1 domain of ALIX protein or the C terminus of the capsid (CA) subunit to recruit NEDD4 family members via a mechanism that is still poorly defined (37) (38) (39) . Hence, diversity confers choice and essentiality is replaced by redundancy.
A catalogue of 2,500 interactions between 1,000 human and 17 HIV-1 proteins (4) highlights the extent of the network of interaction between the virus and its human host. While the magnitude of interactions may imply that the host-virus network is detailed and complicated, this complexity may be mostly apparent, clouded by the variety of cellular routes that the virus can utilize within cellular pathways.
MOLECULAR BASIS UNDERLYING FLEXIBLE EXPLOITATION OF CELLULAR ROUTES
(i) Interface mimicry. All PPIs depend on specific physical interfaces between interacting proteins, and so mimicry of internal cellular PPI interfaces may be a mechanism by which pathogens modulate the biology of their hosts (10, 40) . Analysis of virus-host (external) and host-host (internal) PPIs revealed that ϳ50% of the virally targeted host cofactor interfaces participate in internal cellular PPIs (40) . The viral proteome, comprised of only a few virus-encoded proteins, can be effectively expanded by creating many distinct interaction interfaces, a capacity facilitated by the following factors.
(a) Intrinsic disorder. Along with the intrinsically disordered HIV-1 accessory proteins, which are generally implicated in various stages of the virus life cycle, all HIV-1 proteins contain some region of inherent disorder (41) . In contrast to carefully evolved proteins structured to efficiently catalyze a particular reaction, intrinsically disordered proteins may replace structured accuracy with structural (and functional) flexibility that can facilitate amenability to different interaction interfaces (42) , providing a means to support multiple functionalities and rerouting. Although intrinsically disordered proteins generally become ordered upon interaction with binding partners (41) , the benefits of initial disorder are in the increased binding speed, enhanced specificity, and structural plasticity whereby a single protein may take on various conformations complementary to different partner domains (43) . While intrinsically disordered proteins can generally fold independently of chaperon assistance (44, 45) , recruitment of these molecular chaperoning factors can facilitate particular interactions. In support of this notion, recent biochemical and structural studies indicated that the disordered viral accessory Vif protein recruits cellular core-binding-factor-␤ (CBF-␤; a transcription cofactor known to form functional complexes with the RUNX family of transcription factors [46] ), mainly as a molecular chaperon that increases Vif stability and solubility and induces a specific Vif-conformation mandatory for its interaction with cullin-5 and consequent Vif-E3 ligase assembly (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) .
(b) Interaction with conserved binding motifs or domains. Short linear peptide motifs common to both virus and host proteins have been suggested to provide the basis for host PPI network hijacking (11, 52, 53) . The motif basis of such PPIs is not restricted to a single pathogen protein but is widely distributed across the proteome of HIV-1, including Nef, Env, Tat, Rev, Vif, and Vpu (53) . For example, HIV-1 Vif binds host Elongin-B and Elongin-C (Elongin-B/C) proteins through its short BC-box motif (SLQYLA), which mimics the conserved cellular interface of SOCS-box proteins (reviewed in reference 54). The recently described structure of Vif in complex with components of the E3-ligase complex reveals how the BC-box of Vif folds into an ␣-helix mimicking that of the SOCS2 BC-box structure and docks into the Elongin-C interface with an almost identical orientation (49) . The late assembly domains (PTAP and YPXL of HIV-1 Gag-p6) mimic comparable cellular interfaces in the exploitation of the cellular ESCRT pathway of membrane fission (e.g., Gag PTAP mimics cellular HRS protein in binding the UEV domain of TSG101) (37, 38) . Given their functional essentiality, these short motifs are highly conserved (11, 52, 53) , function independently of their location within the targeting protein, and can be functionally exchanged with comparable motifs from other proteins (39, 55) .
Likewise, the viral interaction with host proteins through domains harbored by sets of homologous proteins can favor interaction diversity and flexibility. For example, cellular proteins LEDGF/p75 and HRP-2 contain an IBD domain that interacts with HIV-1 integrase (IN) (20) , and the structural similarity be-tween the C-terminal domains of Nup358 and Cyclophilin-A (CypA) facilitates HIV-1 CA recruitment of both proteins (56, 57) . Another example is the high (50% to 80%) sequence similarity between the various Importin-␣ subtypes (6 proteins) that can also explain their flexible targeting by HIV-1 proteins (10, 18) . Similarly, host proteins interacting with HIV-1 IN were found enriched with 14-3-3 domains, which generally bind phosphorylated regions of proteins, whereas proteins containing ␤-propellers have a higher propensity for binding to HIV-1 Vpr (9).
(c) Use of multiple structural motifs within a protein or the use of multiprotein components within a complex. HIV-1 processes tend to occur via large complexes, such as the reverse transcription and preintegration complexes (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (Fig. 1) . The advantage of complex formation is in providing the diverse motifs afforded by the various components of the complex. Similarly, individual viral proteins may possess multiple motifs for targeting different factors within a given cellular pathway such as the various HIV-1 IN interactions made during PIC nuclear import (Fig.  1) , or the multiple ESCRT recruiting motifs of the Gag protein subunits (38, 39) .
An interesting feature of interaction interfaces between host and pathogen proteins is their weak and transient nature (40, 52) . Analysis of PPI structural data revealed that virus-host interacting interfaces bury smaller surface areas (ϳ950 Å 2 ) than internal cellular interactions (ϳ1,780 Å 2 ) (40). Of course, the weaker virushost PPIs must compete with the stronger host-host PPIs, and this is apparently achieved with sheer numbers, since the high copy number of viral proteins in the infected cell can push the equilibrium toward the virus-host interaction (53) . The origin of the weaker virus-host interactions is probably a result of viral protein evolution toward supporting flexible interactions with various partners. Interestingly, though, this attribute probably is also advantageous with respect to the function of the pathogen since more-transient interactions allow for quicker responses to changing environments.
(ii) Genetic fitness. In the evolutionary host-pathogen "arms race," interactions are based on an endless cycle of adaptation in which the pathogen necessarily evolves to manipulate host proteins and the host evolves to disrupt this manipulation. As necessity leads to invention, pathogens, besides acquiring coding sequences from the host, appear to commonly gain interface mimicry as a result of their high mutation rates. The variant with the highest fitness is that which is able to select for the most favorable cellular pathway, most successfully evading obstacles presented by the host environment and so achieving successful replication (40, 58) . HIV-1 manages to escape eradication by drugs and immune responses mainly through a strategy of high turnover and extremely high mutational rate (59, 60) . It is worth noting that since the HIV-1 genome is compact and contains overlapping reading frames (60), a single mutation might affect more than one viral protein, granting an even higher degree of flexibility. Random mutations often have deleterious effects on encoded proteins, meaning that virus fitness is constantly threatened not only by environment fluctuations and the presence of antiviral restriction factors but also by these readily acquired random mutations (45) . What are the molecular and mechanistic means by which viruses buffer detrimental mutations? At high multiplicities of infection (MOI), HIV-1 can buffer high mutation rates at the population level by "genetic complementation," in which a cloud of coexisting viral genotypes may contribute to the same protein pool, thus acting as a polyploidy ensemble of related sequences. However, at low MOI, the virus must cope with complementary adaptive mechanisms at the expense of the stability or folding of individual proteins, thus promoting evolution (45, 61) . Mutant proteins may regain stability and folding by employing either an intrinsic mechanism, through the accumulation of compensatory (interdependent) mutations that accumulate to induce compensatory conformational changes promoting the acquisition of the folded state, or an extrinsic mechanism, through the recruitment of and interaction with molecular chaperoning proteins (cognate partners) that promote functional folding, or by employing both mechanisms (45) (see Fig. 3 ). An additional N279K mutation in the HIV-1 R456W-Env mutant not only compensates for loss of viral replication but also confers resistance to the VRC01 anti-Env neutralizing antibody. Similarly, reduced viral replication of the VRC01 escape D279E/K278T Env mutant is restored upon acquisition of a concomitant A281H mutation (62) .
Viruses have adapted the ability to manipulate their mutation rate, shifting from a low rate ensuring viral integrity in an unchanging environment to an increased rate ensuring adaptability in a changing environment (58) . In an interesting manipulation of the defense-counter-defense cycle, HIV-1 has been suggested to modulate its mutation rate in variable environments via exploiting the APOBEC3-Vif interaction to increase the overall HIV-1 mutation rates, allowing for faster adaptation to selective pressures imposed by drugs and the cellular immune system (58). APOBEC3 proteins are cytidine deaminases and act as antiviral agents by lethally introducing C-to-U mutations and being targeted by the HIV-1 Vif protein for proteasomal degradation (reviewed in reference 58). Such a mechanism might be a driver in the HIV-1 CCR5/CXCR4 coreceptor switch during the course and progression of disease consistent with a G-to-A mutational signature of APOBEC3s (63) . A recent study examining the footprints of APOBECs from chronically infected patients found that, whereas APOBEC3G-induced mutagenesis is lethal to HIV-1, mutagenesis caused by APOBEC3F and/or other deaminases may result in sublethal mutations that might facilitate viral diversification (64) .
Complementary to route flexibility is the ability of viruses to affect the transcriptional level of components in the manipulated pathways (65) . For example, Vif selection of cullin-5 over cullin-2 has been attributed to the higher abundance of cullin-5 in the infected cells (49) . It will be illustrative to determine whether HIV-1 infection can also enrich the cellular pool of proteins with its specific interaction partners through transcriptional regulation.
CASE STUDY: CBF-␤ IS DISPENSABLE FOR NON-PRIMATE LENTIVIRAL Vif-MEDIATED APOBEC3 DEGRADATION
Cross-species comparisons can provide clear examples of alternative route use since each species may have evolved a different default route in its targeting of particular pathways. An example is the recent finding that in some non-primate immunodeficiency viruses (e.g., bovine immunodeficiency virus [BIV] and [FIV]), CBF-␤ is dispensable for Vif-dependent degradation of APOBEC3. To tag the APOBEC3 restriction factors for proteasomal degradation, HIV-1 Vif (ϳ50% of Vif-host interactions are within the ubiquitylation and proteosome degradation pathway [9] ) provides a particularly well-investigated example in which it exploits the E3-ligase complex to evade the APOBEC3 innate im-munity restriction (9, (66) (67) (68) (69) . The E3-ligase complex (CRL5) is assembled by Vif and comprises cullin-5 and Elongin B/C and in humans and rhesus macaque crucially requires CBF-␤ for APOBEC3 degradation (50, 66, (70) (71) (72) (Fig. 2) . As mentioned above, biochemical evidence and the recently revealed structure of human cullin5-ElonginB/C-CBF␤ complexed with HIV-1 Vif (PDB no. 4N9F [49] ) suggest that CBF-␤ plays a chaperoning role, facilitating Vif stability, folding, and solubility (49, 73, 74) .
Although non-primate lentiviruses use the same strategy for inhibiting APOBEC3 proteins via Vif manipulation of the E3 ligase pathway, it has recently been shown that CBF-␤ does not interact with or promote the stability of Vif from non-primate lentiviruses such as feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV; infects cats), caprine arthritis encephalitis virus (CAEV; infects goats), bovine immunodeficiency virus (BIV; infects cattle), and maedivisna virus (MVV; infects sheep) and is dispensable for Vif recruitment of the E3 complex and subsequent APOBEC3 degradation (54, 74, 75) . Cross-species Vif sequence comparisons reveal that viruses shown not to require CBF-␤ for Vif degradation of APOBEC3 have ϳ40 to ϳ60-amino-acid extensions in their sequences compared to HIV-1 Vif (except for BIV Vif, with only an ϳ6-amino-acid extension) and that it is possible that these sequences substitute for the CBF-␤ role in chaperoning Vif folding and solubility (Fig. 3) . It is still not known if the sequence extensions of non-primate Vif intrinsically substitute for the chaperoning role of CBF-␤, by promoting Vif folding, or if they recruit different unknown cellular factors to chaperon Vif. Either way, this example illustrates the existence of a potential alternative route which HIV-1 Vif may evolve to utilize as an escape mechanism should the availability of CBF-␤ become blocked. The SIVmac Vif (with a 22-amino-acid extension), while recruiting CBF-␤, has been reported to be less dependent on its presence (74) . So far, it has been shown that chimeric HIV-1-containing Vif from FIV can successfully replicate in feline cells and escape the feline APOBEC3 protein, which is otherwise insensitive to HIV-1 Vif (76), and it will be illustrating to investigate the interactome of chimeric HIV-1 Vif variants containing mutations, truncations, and extensions inspired by the non-primate sequences.
Additional subtle differences between primate and non-primate lentiviruses' PPIs of this pathway exist. While HIV-1/SIV Vif recruits cullin-5/RBX2, BIV Vif uses cullin-2/RBX1 (54, 74) . Given this, it is foreseeable that HIV-1 Vif may evolve to escape future drugs targeting the Vif-cullin-5 interaction by an alternative use of the cullin-2-based E3 (CRL2) complex in a mechanism similar to that of BIV Vif (Fig. 2) . Downstream from the conserved SLQ motif (BC-box for binding Elongin-B/C), Vif from BIV contains a YxxxxI sequence characteristic of VHL boxes that binds cullin-2 (54), while HIV-1 Vif contains a PxxxxT, and it has been shown that it still recruits cullin-2 (9), perhaps with lower affinity, or with a local random mutation that can favor this pathway. Manipulating any of the wide variety of the different ligase subunits (7 cullins) controls a tremendous PPI network and an entire ubiquitylation/degradation regulatory pathway that ensures effective viral spread (77) . HIV-1 Vif has indeed been shown to recruit cullin-2 (9), perhaps with lower affinity, or potentially in viruses that harbor a mutation favoring this pathway.
The intrinsically disordered accessory protein Vif almost certainly has wide-ranging conformational propensities in place of a preserved folding mechanism of conserved structural elements. The recently determined seminal structure of HIV-1 Vif in complex with Elongin-B/C, CBF-␤, and cullin-5 (49), while missing the APOBEC3 substrate, provides a unique template for drug discovery at four potentially druggable interfaces (Elongin-B/C, CBF-␤, cullin-5, and Vif dimerization domain), as well as multiple presumed APOBEC3 interfaces (78) . However, the ability of Vif to interact with different cellular partners is probably due to struc- tural polymorphism and so the Vif structure within the Elongin-B/C, CBF-␤, and cullin-5 complex represents only one of presumably many conformational possibilities even within the E3-ligase interaction pathway. Further data showing high-resolution structures of Vif complexed with different interacting components will not only help decipher the dynamic process of Vif structural adaptation and describe the range of topologies that can be formed but will also provide "multitemplates" necessary for drug design which accounts for and preempts probable fitness alternative routes. Conventional drug design strategies which target hostvirus interactions are considered advantageous since the mutational variability of viral proteins like Vif is constrained to the binding domains of slowly evolving host cell proteins; however, we foresee a new kind of resistance whereby competent viral variants may completely reroute to bind and utilize alternative host domains or partners available within the same cellular pathway. For example, while FIV Vif, in a manner similar to that of HIV-1, contains a conserved BC-box and has similarly been shown to specifically assemble with Elongin-B/C and cullin-5 in degrading the feline APOBEC3 protein (75), a recently identified small molecule (VEC-5) which completely abolishes HIV-1 Vif binding to Elongin-C and cullin-5 did not affect FIV Vif assembly to these proteins or the consequent feline APOBEC3 degradation (79) . This suggests that while the two Vif variants interact with the same cellular Elongin-B/C and cullin-5 proteins, the detailed interacting interfaces are distinct and the FIV complex may highlight a conceivably latent escape mechanism for challenged HIV-1 Vif. Similarly, drugs targeting CBF-␤ binding by HIV-1 Vif may also be escaped by variants that evolve to utilize a CBF-␤-independent route similar to that seen with non-primate Vif. Indeed, drugs targeting the Vif-cullin-5 axis may have limited value since the HIV-1 Vif has been shown to bind cullin-2, highlighting yet another potential evasion route accessible to HIV-1. To complicate the scenario, it has been suggested that Vif, which alone is polyubiquitylated, may serve as a direct vehicle for transporting APOBEC3 into proteosomal degradation (80). It seems inescapable, then, that developing viable and effective therapeutic interventions targeting the HIV-1 Vif will necessarily require characterization of the molecular and structural nuances employed by Vif variants in APOBEC3 evasion so that therapeutic design can consider Vif as a node and deplete the probable alternative route options in advance of their development. An even more efficient intervention strategy may need to simultaneously target the alternatively available routes using multiple drugs.
OUTLOOK
The old idiom "not seeing the forest for the trees" may be highly relevant to studying pathogen-host interactions. While understanding the detailed molecular mechanisms which define particular pathogen-host interactions is essential, it must not override a more holistic picture which considers the relevance, and exchangeability, of these specific interactions with respect to the background of the entire network of pathways, importantly including a description of redundancies and alternatives in pathway routes. Reconciling the complex network of virus-host interactions in terms of routes within cellular pathways can best be decoded using, rather than a global interactome analysis, a narrower and more dedicated approach focusing on a given cellular pathway in diverse cellular (e.g., cell type, posttranslation modifications, and subcellular compartment) and viral (e.g., species, clades, mutants, and infection stages) settings. This can reveal the preferred cellular routes, and their alternatives, under specific and defined conditions with a limited number of variables. Some examples of dedicated interactome analyses do exist such as the interactome analysis of a single HIV-1 protein, Tat, using particular cell types and specific posttranslation modifications (81) as well as focusing on a specific cellular compartment (e.g., the nucleus) (82) . Other compartmentalization-focused studies analyzing the HIV-1 membrane proteome of particular cell types (83) and specific virus replication stages (e.g., latency) (84) have also simplified the view. A recent study has specifically addressed the activation of HIV-1 LTR sequences in response to various cellular kinases (36) . The choice of the functional assay (e.g., virus replication versus apoptosis) for the validation of identified PPIs is also crucial since it affects the identification of downstream interacting partners (81) . Downstream factors that are route or pathway specific can be identified only if the employed functional assay is suitable for the pathway under investigation.
Pathway targeting is not unique to HIV-host interactions. Various genome-wide screens designed to identify host factors required for the influenza virus also revealed few common genes; however, these individual genes clustered into categories of specific host cellular functions, including endocytosis, translation initiation, and nuclear transport (16, 17) . Indeed, pathway targeting is not an innovation of the parasitic pathogens. Wide-scale screening of interaction during tumor oncogenesis tells a similar story; altered pathways and processes appear to be of generally greater importance than individual gene changes (8, 85, 86) . It has been shown that the ϳ63 known genetic alterations in pancreatic cancers are clustered into 12 cellular signaling pathways (85) . To simplify the complex network of manipulated PPIs into a view of defined cellular pathways/routes, the interactome field will benefit from a multidisciplinary investigation that blends the "-omics" approaches/results into biological sense (i.e., functional relevance) by applying the suitable cellular and molecular biology experiments and that ultimately deciphers the mechanistic basis of PPI manipulation using the suitable biochemical and structural approaches to provide novel intervention strategies and drug targets.
Viruses continue to persistently navigate cells to facilitate replication despite being met with stubborn intrinsic host and therapeutically administered opposition aimed at inhibiting this replication. As therapeutic strategies shift from the traditional approach of targeting viral proteins-a strategy which has been plagued by the ability of viruses to readily mutate, gaining resistance to these therapies-to an interruption of key host-virus interactions, pathogen flexibility in exploiting alternative routes, by targeting different pathway factors, must be addressed in order to preempt new kinds of resistance.
